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JAMES AUGUSTINE ALOYSIUS JOYCE
1882–1941

Stclun and Cahoon, Bibliography, below, includes a section on Joyce mno (excluding unpub works), and gives locations in public institutions and the Stclun Library. Principals collections are at the BM (Finnegans wake), New York Public Library, Yale Uni (the Stclun Library includes Dubliners), National Library of Ireland (includes A portrait of the artist as a young man, and the Joyce-Léon correspondence), the Rosenbach Foundation (Ulysses), State Uni of New York at Buffalo, and Cornell and Southern Illinois universities.

In view of the enormous quantity of secondary material on Joyce only a selection is given below. It is divided as follows: biographical studies, general studies of Joyce's work as a whole, and studies of individual works (arranged under the particular work). This arrangement corresponds broadly with that of Dublin, Bibliography of Joyce Studies, where much fuller listings can be found: such listings of post-1960 material are available in Modern Fiction Stud 15 1969, and in the James Joyce Quart now given above. Reviews are listed and excerpted in Joyce: the critical heritage, ed R. H. Deming 2 vols 1970.

Biographical
Francini Bruini, A. Joyce inmio spogliato in piazza. Trieste 1942.
Cecchi, E. Incontro con Ulysses. La Tribuna 2 March 1921; rpd in Europa letteraria 2 1924; and in his Scrittori inglesi e americani, 4th edn Milan 1964.
Coulm, P. In his Read round Ireland. 1926.
— A portrait of Joyce. New Republic 60 1931.
Anderson, M. In her My thirty years war. New York 1930.
Bencu, S. Ricordi di Joyce. Pegazo 2 1930 and Bookman (New York) 72 1930 (as Joyce in Trieste).

— Pound, E. Post history. Eng J 32 1933; rpd in next.
Gogarty, O. St J. As I was going down Sackville Street. 1937.
— The Joyce I knew. Saturday Rev of Lit 23 1941.
— They think they know Joyce. Saturday Rev of Lit 33 1950; see discussion, ibid.
— It isn't that time of year at all. Garden City NY 1954.
Griffin, G. Wild geese: pen portraits of famous Irish exiles. 1938.
Wilder, T. Essay on Joyce. Poetry 57 1940; rpd as James Joyce 1882–1941, Aurora NY 1944.
Joyce, S. Ricordi di Joyce. Letteratura 5 1941. Tr F. Mann, New York 1950 (as Recollections of Joyce by his brother); and tr F. Giovannelli, Hudson Rev 3 1950.
— Open letter to Dr Oliver Gogarty. Interim 4 1954.
— In his Dublin diary, ed G. H. Healy, Ithaca 1962.
— The meeting of Svevo and Joyce. Udine 1965.
Anstieh, G. Joyce and others. In his Bad boy of music, Garden City NY 1945.
Corran, C. P. When Joyce lived in Dublin. Vogue 1 May 1947.
Patterson, S. In his Paris was our mistress. New York 1947.


—— James Joyce 1964 (Profiles in Literature).


Fias, A. Probable Byzantine and Hungarian models of Ulysses and Finnegans wake. Arcadia 3 1968.


Ferzendo, L. Joyce and phenomenology. Telos 1 1968.

Goodall, E. Joyce: the career of the artist-hero. In his Call of the ego: the self in modern literature, Chicago 1968.


Hensinger, H. Joyce and Dance. ELH 55 1968.


Moore, J. R. Artifices for eternity: Joyce and Yeats. Ire-Ireland 3 1968.


Furst, L. R. Thomas Mann's interest in Joyce. MLR 64 1969.

Hildebrandt, W. In his Interpretations, Frankfurt 1969.


Dubliners

Power, E. Dubliners and his Joyce. Egoist 1 1914; rpd in his Paradise and divisions 1918; and in Power! Joyce, ed F. Read, New York 1967.


—— Joyce and Hauptmann in Joyce's A painful case. PMLA 88 1963.


Friedrich, G. Bert Harte as a source for Joyce's The dead. PQ 21 1954.

—— The地理ical clue to Joyce's Dubliners. MLN 72 1957.

—— The perspective of Joyce's Dubliners. College Eng 26 1957.


O'Neill, M. J. Joyce's use of memory in A mother. MLN 74 1959.


Ryan, M. Dubliners and the stories of Katherine Anne Porter. Amer Lit 17 1960.

Brodribb, H. A religious allegory: Joyce's Little cloud. Midwest Quart 2 1911.

Jackson, R. S. A paradoxical reading of Joyce's Grace. MLA 76 1960.


—— Anambiguity in the structural symbols in Gabriel's vision in Joyce's The dead. Wisconsin Stud in Lit n° 2 1966.


—— The coincidence of coincidences in Grace. James Joyce Quart 6 1968.

Joyce, S. The backgrounds to Dubliners. Listener 25 March 1954.


O'Hair, B. Structural symbol in Joyce's The dead. Twentieth Century Lit 3 1957; rpd in Joyce's The dead, ed W. T. Maynahan, Boston 1964.

A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man and Stephen Hero


— A word index to Joyce's Stephen Hero. Ridgesfield 1968.


— Stephen Dedalus, poet or artist? PALMA 29 1964; p40 in Joyce's A portrait of the artist as a young man, New York 1968.


Rice, E. A new approach to Joyce; the Portrait as a guidebook. Berkeley 1962 (Perspectives in Criticism).


Dehner, J. Joyce and Hell opened to Christians: the editions he used for his Hell sermons. MP 61 1963.

Andresen, R. J. In his Studies in structure: the stages of the spiritual life in four modern authors. New York 1964.


Hardy, J. E. Joyce's Portrait: the flight of the serpent. In his Man in the modern novel, Searle 1964.


Hauké, L. Word index to Joyce's Portrait of the artist Carboude 1967.


Naremore, J. Style as meaning in A portrait of the artist. James Joyce Quart 4 1967.


Staley, T. F. A critical study guide to Joyce's Portrait of the artist as a young man. Towson NJ 1968.

Exiles
Pengrales, F. Exiles and Ibsen's work. Hound & Horn 6 1932.
Banister, B. Joyce's Exiles. Hound & Horn 6 1933.
Farrell, J. T. Exiles and Ibsen. In Joyce: two decades of criticism, ed S. Givens, New York 1948; rpt in his
Reflections at fifty, New York 1954.
The manuscript of Joyce's play. Yale Univ Lib Gazette 30 1964.
Tysdall, B. J. Joyce's Exiles and Ibsen. Orion Literature 1 1943.
Harmon, M. Richard Rowan, his own scapenot. James Joyce Quart 3 1945.
Modern Drama 8 1965.
Clark, E. J. Joyce's Exiles. James Joyce Quart 1 1948.

Ulysses
Joyce, J. I. We, Joyce et de Ulysses. Revue Frangaise 24 1925.
Bennett, A. Joyce's Ulysses. In his Things that have interested me, and for 1923; rpt from Outlook (London) 17 July 1932.
Alldington, R. Joyce's Ulysses. In his Literary studies and reviews, 1934; rpt 1967; rpt (rev.) from Eng Rev 33 1921.
Fehl, H. Joyce's Ulysses. E Studien 5 1926.
Read, H. In his Reason and romanticism: essays in literary criticism, 1966.
Smith, P. J. A key to Joyce's Ulysses. Chicago 1942.
Cartmell, R. Joyce and the Ulysses. Neue Schweizer Rundschau 12 1923; tr to Jolas in Transition 16-17 1943 (as Technique and thematic development).
Joyce's Ulysses. 1930, 1952 (rev).
Morse, W. J. Joyce and Shakespeare. E Studien 65 1930.
Joyce in his Wirklichkeit der Seele, Zürich 1936.
Tr W. B. Dean, New York 1949; rpt in Números 8 1953.
Daisie, D. Importance of Ulysses. In his New literary values, 1936.
Wadlow, A. J. A. In his James, Joyce and others, 1937.
Miller-Budninskaya, R. Joyce's Ulysses. Dialectics 10 1938.
Lundkvist, A. In his Ikram's Flykt, Stockholm 1939.
Mornier, A. L'Ulysses de Joyce et le public français. Gazette des Amis des Livres 3 1946; tr S. Beach, Kenyon Rev 8 1946.
La traduction d'Ulysses. Mercure de France 90 1950.
Koch, V. An approach to the historic content of Joyce's Ulysses. Maryland Quart 1 1944.
Meagher, J. A. A Dubliner reads Ulysses. Australian Quart 17 1945.
Rogers, H. E. Irish myth and the plot of Ulysses. ELH 15 1948.
A shout in the street: an analysis of the second chapter of Joyce's Ulysses. New Directions 10 1943.
Simms, L. In her Formes du roman anglais de Dickens à Joyce, Lille 1949.
Hall, V. Jr. Joyce's use of Da Ponte and Mozart's Don Giovanni. PMLA 66 1951.